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W E L C O M E  T O  L I F T  L A B ! 
 

Welcome to Lift Lab!  Lift Lab has successfully brought over 400 people strength, confidence 

and community since 2015, all over the world!  From new moms, to Broadway performers, to 

busy professionals, people of all ages, backgrounds and walks of life experienced increases in 

strength, energy and confidence as a result of this program.  That is something I am very proud 

of, since the very essence of Lift Lab was to help motivate people to walk into the gym with a 

plan, and walk out feeling confident.  

 

I am so excited to have you here, for this very special Lift Lab revival!  I know you will find new 

strength and empowerment! 
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A LITTLE BIT ABOUT ME... 
 

Hi!  I’m your coach, Elizabeth! 
I am a Certified Functional Strength and Conditioning coach (MBSC), Strong First 

Kettlebell Instructor, & TRX certified. 

 

My first career as a music theater performer lead to me NYC, where I lived for 8 years.  I had 

the amazing opportunity to perform all over the world, including two Broadway tours! 

 

A career that relies on physical preparedness encourages you to invest in your health and 

fitness, much like an athlete.  It is also a business that, like it or not, relies on your “look”, 

leaving you subject to split second judgements in an audition room based on your appearance 

and your strength/stamina, the latter of which is crucial to your ability to perform 8 shows a 

week. 

 

I have to admit I wasn't always great at knowing how to maintain my fitness in healthy ways 

while I was a performer.  It actually took stepping away from the stage to truly learn sustainable, 

research-based strategies to feel confident and awesome in the body I have.  This shift in 

mentality happened as a result of my shift in careers: in 2011 I took a leap of faith and hung up 

my dancing shoes, and entered the world of fitness. 

 

Since then, I have learned so much about my body, my strength, and the eating habits that make 

me feel like my best, most vibrant self.  I feel so fortunate I can provide that guidance for others.  

I truly love what I do.  I love helping people realize their strongest, most confident selves through 

movement.  And I am so honored and excited to work with you! 

 

smiles + protein, 
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WHAT TO EXPECT EACH MONTH 
Lift Lab is a fun and interactive monthly online program that has helped hundreds of people just 

like you find strength and confidence in the gym. Every month, you'll receive four effective and 

fun workouts, customizable for all levels and guaranteed to increase strength, athleticism, 

definition and most importantly, confidence.   

 

Plus tons of bonuses, including: 

 

● nutrition resources to help you create healthy eating practices 

● access to an exclusive members-only Facebook group 

● coaching provided through the FB group 

● timers provided for applicable workouts, to keep you on track 

● strategies for holding yourself accountable to the program 

 

 

As with all exercise, please use common sense with LIFT LAB.  Check with your health care 

provider before beginning any new fitness program.  Lift Lab should not be a substitute for 

medical advice.  In purchasing this program, you agree that Lift Lab is not responsible or liable for 

any injury or harm you sustain as a result of using the online templates, fitness videos or 

information shared on the website.  This includes emails, videos and texts.  
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THE WORKOUTS 
Being armed with a variety of thoughtfully designed workouts will allow you to walk into the gym 

and efficiently increase your strength, athleticism and health.  Here you will find philosophies 

behind this program as well as explanations of how to navigate your workouts.    

 

How many workouts do I get? 
● (2) Strength and Conditioning (S&C) Workouts 

○ These workouts focus on compound lifts like deadlifts, squats, presses, followed 

by accessory work and conditioning.  For those using weights, these workouts 

are all about lifting as heavy as you can.  Because these workouts are rep-based, 

you are encouraged to move at your own pace with the suggested rest periods. 

● (1) Metabolic Resistance Training (MRT) Workout 

○ Metabolic resistance training has been proven to be the most effective way to 

burn fat, build lean body mass, in a short amount of time.  These MRT workouts 

are based on high intensity intervals using bodyweight or free weights for 

resistance.  They are fast-paced and time-based, to hold you accountable, elevate 

the heart rate, challenge the entire body and mind! 

● (1) Metabolic Resistance Training Express (MRT-X) Workout 

○ The MRT-X is anywhere from 15-20 minutes in length and intended to help you stay on 

track with your goals.  We may not always have time for a full 30-45 minute workout. 

On days you are short for time, or as an added bonus workout week to week, take the 

MRT-X for a ride!  We may create barriers around tackling a longer workout, but daring 

ourselves to just 15-20 minutes of activity?  WE GOT THIS. 
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HOW TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR WORKOUTS TO YOU 
Here’s one of the most unique and beneficial parts of this program.  Every single workout offers 

variations of movements by providing up to three levels of intensity to match your current 

strengths and inspire you toward even loftier goals. 

 

● LEVEL 1 focuses on body weight and/or resistance band exercises.   

If you’re new to fitness or don’t have access to equipment, stick with this level.  It will 

provide you with an awesome workout regardless of equipment, and set you up for 

loading these same movement patterns if/when you are ready. 

 

● LEVEL 2 requires a set of DB’s or KB’s.  A full gym can be beneficial for this level but not 

necessary -- if an exercise calls for equipment you don’t have access to, simply level 

down. 

 

● LEVEL 3, when provided, offers the most advanced variation for those ready to level up.  

 
Here is an example of what you’d see on your templates: 
 

  SETS  LEVEL 1   LEVEL 2   LEVEL 3  

B1  3  10-12 x HIP PRESSES  10-12 x KB DEADLIFTS  10-12 x KB SWINGS 

 
As you can see, Level 1 provides a bodyweight option, Level 2 provides an intermediate option 
with a free weight, and Level 3 provides an advanced option.  Simply level up or down to find the 
best fit for you each workout! (Please note: On the real templates, each exercise will be 
hyperlinked with related demo!) 
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CONFUSED ON WHAT LEVEL TO CHOOSE? 
If you are new to Lift Lab, I recommend selecting one level and sticking with it as closely as 

possible for simplicity’s sake.  However, you always have the option to level up or down as you 

see fit.  It’s truly a “choose your own adventure” approach based on what you need in the 

moment. 

 

Pick one level (vertical columns) and try to stick closely to that column. However if something 

feels too hard, simply level down by moving left. If an exercise feels too easy, level up by moving 

right.  You may need to level up or down due to equipment availability. You will still be working 

the same muscle groups and movement pattern for an overall full body workout. The levels 

allow you to truly customize every workout to your strengths and equipment day to day week to 

week.  Even more important is that you always listen to your body.  If anything feels 

uncomfortable or painful, please stop to avoid injury.  I cannot stress this enough.  DO NOT 

PUSH THROUGH PAIN.  If you are experiencing pain, reach out to me.  We can problem solve 

together and get you into a better, painless position.   
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HOW TO INTERPRET/EXECUTE YOUR WORKOUTS 
 
Exercise demos 
All workout templates are hyperlinked with video demos to provide coaching and visuals on proper 
execution and form.  I recommend watching the demos before you head to the gym to save yourself 
on time, especially during Week 1 when things feel most unfamiliar. 
 
 
Strength and Conditioning Workouts 
 
Sets x Reps or Time 
 

● Reps are the number of repetitions you consecutively perform before resting.  

● Time is how long to perform said exercise, which is used sometimes in place of reps.  

● Sets are the number of times you will repeat each round of reps. 

 

Here is an example of something you’d see on your templates.  Don’t worry if it looks like gibberish 

right now, I will explain how to interpret each piece so that you can learn, and succeed! 

 

 SETS LEVEL 1  LEVEL 2  LEVEL 3  

B1 3 - 4 10-12 x HIP PRESSES 10-12 x DEADLIFTS 10-12 x BB DEADLIFTS 

B2 3 - 4 16 x ALT. REVERSE LUNGE 16 x ALT. REVERSE LUNGE 16 x ALT. REVERSE LUNGE 

B3 3 - 4 0:30 x R/L SIDE PLANK 0:30 x R/L SIDE PLANK 0:30 x R/L SIDE PLANK 

B4 3 - 4 0:30 x BURPEES 0:30 x BURPEES 0:30 x BURPEES 

 REST 1:00 1:00 1:00 - 2:00 

 

Deadlifts 3-4  x 10 - 12  

This means “Perform anywhere from 10 to 12 deadlifts, 3-4 times through.” 
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What does it mean when it says 3-4 sets? 

To properly increase the challenge week to week, you should always aim to do 3 sets of 

everything weeks 1 & 2, and 4 sets of everything weeks 3 & 4, time permitting!  

 

  

  Alt. Reverse Lunge 3 x 16  

When you see the word “alt”, that means you should alternate sides each rep.  So this example 

means “perform 16 lunges total, alternating legs each rep, 3 times through.” 

 

Side Plank 3 x 0:30 R/L  

This means “Hold a side plank for 30 seconds on the right, then 30 on the left, 3x through.” 

 

Burpees 3 x 0:30 

“Aim to do as many reps as possible (AMRAP) in 30 seconds time, with good form.”  

 

AMRAP: You are always encouraged to perform reps with solid form.  Whenever you encounter a 

timed interval, it can be tempting to just bang through reps.  Please honor your form first.  If you’ve 

chosen weights that are too heavy to complete all of the assigned reps, that is good feedback to 

have.  Try a lighter weight next time to perform all reps with strong, clean form.  This is how we get 

stronger with honor. 

 
Supersets/Giant Sets 

You may have noticed the letters and numbers highlighted in gray.  This helps organize two or more 

exercises together to be performed in succession.  Supersets are two exercises paired together, to be 

performed one right after the other, followed by rest.  Giant sets are three or more exercises grouped 

together.  Numbers and letters denote your supersets or giant sets. 

 

Example of a Superset:   

A1  Deadlifts  3 x 10  
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  A2  Pushups 3 x 10  

Rest 1:00 

 
This means you would perform 10 deadlifts, followed by 10 pushups, and then rest for 1 minute. 

Repeat this pattern for a total of 3x, before moving on to the next section. 

 
 

Metabolic Resistance Training (MRT) Workout 
The MRT workouts are designed to be short and intense, making them effective, efficient and fun. 

This workout pushes your body and mind to new limits, and is optimal for burning fat, improving 

cardiovascular health, increasing mental grit and muscular endurance and strength. Oftentimes these 

workouts will be time-based, meaning you are racing against the clock or yourself to get in as many 

rounds or reps as possible.  This encourages a bit of healthy competition with yourself as you try to 

beat your own record week to week. 

 

AMRAP: As Many Reps as Possible 

Whenever you see a timed interval (ex: pushups for 30 seconds) your goal is to perform as many 

clean reps as powerfully as possible within the allotted interval.  Don’t worry if you need to take small 

breaks to shake it out in between reps.  The most important thing is that you commit to doing your 

best and producing clean, powerful reps each time. 

 

MRT-X 
This is a new addition to the program!  It is an additional, fast and effective workout intended to help 

you stay on track with your goals.  On days you are short for time, or as an added bonus workout 

week to week, take the MRT-X for a ride!  The Express Workout will always be only 15-20 minutes. 
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HOW TO MAKE THE WORKOUTS HARDER WEEK TO WEEK 
The best part of consistently following a program is being able to feel our increase in strength 

week to week.  But how do make sure we properly challenge ourselves as we get stronger?   

 

To continue challenging the body to adapt, the best practice is to keep the reps the same, and 

increase the load when ready.  This is what we call progressive overload.   Efficient and 

effective. 

 

How to know what weights to use 

When it comes to loaded exercises, a good rule of thumb is to choose weights that feel as 

though you only have one rep left in the tank.  On a Rate of Perceived Exertion, 1-10, 10 RPE 

being gasping for breath and 1 being a casual stroll, I would aim for somewhere between a 7-9 

for most exercises.  Granted, holding a plank may feel like a different type of challenge than say, 

a burpee, so keep it relative. 

 

Use Week 1 to get acquainted with your personal strengths, and then adjust from there with 

mindfulness to how challenging each exercise feels to you.  Keep in mind: this may fluctuate 

week to week based on your sleep and stress levels, nutrition, etc.  So meet yourself with grace. 

It’s natural for energy and strength to fluctuate, as long as the general trend over time is upward. 

In short: don’t be too easy on yourself, you are stronger than you think.  And don’t be too greedy, 

because you can’t hit a personal record (PR) if you’re in a body cast. Tee hee. 
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IMPORTANT FAQ’S 
 
What if the workouts feel too easy? 

If you are newer to lifting, you might be confused on how to judge whether the workout was 

“hard enough” or not.  Totally understandable!  The intention of the Strength and Conditioning 

workouts are to develop strength, lean mass and movement proficiency.  Because S&C 

workouts use a different energy system than say the MRT workouts, or a spin class for example, 

the demand on your body will feel different.   

 

When doing a more cardio-based workout, like the time MRT workouts, you will maintain a 

higher heart rate, sweat more and breathe heavier.  That being said, you shouldn't necessarily be 

chasing that same type of feel with the Strength and Conditioning workouts.  The heavier you go 

with your weight selection, the higher your heart rate will be.  You should feel tired in a "whoa, 

my muscles are so fatigued and almost shaky" versus "OMG I'm gasping for air and my heart 

feels like it's going to explode." Does that make sense? 

 

Just because the strength workouts feel different than a cardio sesh, this doesn't mean you're 

working less hard, or that the workout is less beneficial (as long as you are choosing heavy 

enough weights for you).  That is the tricky thing about strength workouts versus high intensity 

workouts, or even a long run: you may feel like you're “working harder” during a run, however, 

during a strength workout there's so much going on at a cellular level, like creating new 

neuropathways, mitochondria and muscle tissue.  Plus, your post-workout "calorie burn" is far 

greater after lifting than it is after a long run.  True story!  So while you may not feel as taxed 

during a strength session, your smart watch may not report super high heart rates and it may 

even report les calories burned, know that as long as you are lifting weights that feel challenging 
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to you, you will see amazing results.  You are creating lean mass, burning fat and getting 

stronger.  It just might not feel like that post-cardio high you're used to, and that’s okay! 

 

And if you're like, “what are you talking about I feel totally challenged after every workout!”  Then 

good on you!  It sounds like you are gauging weight selection appropriately and approaching 

these workouts with a sound mindset!   
 

"How hard should I be working during the Power/Core section of the S&C workouts?" 
Sometimes the S&C workout begins with a Power/Core section.  This pairing of a power and 

core exercise is strategically programmed at the top of your workout, to elevate core 

temperature, practice max power, and engage muscles.  It should not necessarily feel like a 

cardio output.  You can think of your power/core section like an extended warm up, that preps 

your muscles and nervous system for the workout ahead.   

 

To reiterate, we start with a power/core mix to prep the body, not tax it, for the major work that's 

ahead.  I hope that helps clarify the intent, so that you're not trying to add more to this section. 

If anything, during the power exercise, BE MORE EXPLOSIVE!  If it's a jumping exercise, jump 

HIGHER, lift off the ground FASTER, so that each rep feels as powerful as the first.  This is how 

we improve explosivity.  During the core exercise, focus on your abdominal muscles.  Feel the 

tension you can create by attaching the breath to the exercise.  Exhaling  This may change the 

expectation you put on yourself when approaching the workouts this week! 

 

“Week 1 felt kind of easy to me.  Am I doing something wrong?” 
Each week as you get stronger, you should aim to challenge yourself to make it harder, by 

increasing your weights and also increasing sets of reps when you are called to.  To reiterate 

from above: whenever there is a range of sets provided (ex: 3-4 x 10 pushups), to properly 

increase the challenge week to week, you should aim for the lower end of the sets weeks 1 & 2, 

(in the example above, aim for 3 rounds of 10 pushups) and 4 sets of everything weeks 3 & 4, 

time permitting! 
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That being said, Week 1 should intentionally be easier.  This allows you to learn the movements, 

gauge what variation/how much weight feels challenging enough for you, and it also serves as a 

very important deload week for those on the monthly plan.  Aka you will be coming off of week 

4, which should be higher volume, higher weights and max effort.  Your body should feel strong, 

but sort of ready for a break.  This easier week 1 allows your muscles (and mind!) the recovery it 

needs to keep reaching your goals.  Without this deload, it is very probable you will run into 

burnout, both physically and/or mentally.  

 

So again, Week 1 should be approached as a deload week on purpose, to help you learn the new 

movements and also deload your body.  This is a common type of programming called 

periodized training.  If we go at a "week 4 intensity" err day all day, we will eventually run our 

bodies down, overtrain, start back pedaling on progress and even throw off our adrenal system. 

It will be challenging to get stronger and leaner if you don't take these strategic deload weeks. 

So Lift Lab intensities are actually intentionally programmed very specifically for this flow, week 

to week, month to month to help you get stronger and fitter, faster. 
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CALENDAR: HOW TO ORGANIZE YOUR WORKOUTS 
This is a suggested weekly schedule.  Because each workout is full body, you can feel free to 

organize your workouts as you see fit, or do them back to back if needed.  Optional activities 

include any type of movement/workouts you love.  This could look like a group fitness class, 

yoga, dance, swimming, running, cycling, walking, hiking, or simply taking a recovery day.  The 

more you move, the more you add to your overall energy, strength and physical fitness.  

 

MONDAY:  Strength & Conditioning (S&C) 1 

TUESDAY:  30-60 minutes optional activity of choice, or rest 

WEDNESDAY:  Metabolic Resistance Training (MRT) Workout 

THURSDAY:  30-60 minutes optional activity of choice, or rest 

FRIDAY:  S&C 2 

SATURDAY:  MRT-X 

SUNDAY:  Recovery 
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ALL ABOUT RECOVERY 
In a society where more is always better, in terms of training, that’s simply not true.  We have 

been trained to think that training harder and longer will yield us faster and better results.  In 

reality, we need recovery time to get stronger, leaner and better.   

 

Aim for 1-2 days of full recovery a week. 

 

Without proper rest between workouts, we hinder our results.  Overtraining can cause injury, 

elevated cortisol levels (which increase belly fat) and a decrease in muscle mass.   

 

What to do on recovery days 
Recovery days do not have to mean inactivity.  Always strive for a life full of activity.  It will 

promote fat loss and weight maintenance without having to even think about it.  Recovery can 

involve an elevated heart rate of some sort.  The only thing we want to avoid is intense lifting or 

explosive/demanding movements.  Some options to keep you moving while honoring recovery: 

 

YOGA, WALKING, CYCLING, PILATES, SWIMMING, HIKING, other low-impact movement. 

Aim for 30 - 60 minutes. 

 

NO MOVEMENT IS BAD MOVEMENT...unless it causes you physical (or emotional) pain.  Do I 

believe wholeheartedly in following a regular strength and conditioning program?  Yes!  Having a 

solid foundation of weight training promotes strong movement patterns for everyday life, lean 

muscle mass, and can even slow signs of aging.  But that doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t also 

do workouts that you enjoy.  Things like yoga or spin class are important because it is inspiring 

movement.  So if it doesn’t hurt you and it brings you joy, full steam ahead! 
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A SIMPLE APPROACH TO NUTRITION 
 

It’s safe to say that when we eat our best, we feel our best!  Fueling ourselves properly not only 

energizes our experience in the gym, but helps us recover more efficiently post-workout, 

reduces inflammation (and thereby our risk for disease or illness), and promotes energy and 

mental clarity throughout day, plus a restful sleep at night. 

 

For those of you who’d like to add healthy eating habits to support your workouts, here is a 

simple and actionable nutrition guideline! 

 

1. 80% full: A great rule of thumb is to aim for 80% fullness.  Why?  Oftentimes we overeat 

without knowing.  It takes time for the message of satiety to be translated from digestive 

system to brain.  That is why popular nutrition advice advises us to slow down when we 

eat -- this gives our body time to realize it is nourished, and to mitigate that overly stuffed 

feeling at the end of a meal.  Since we don’t always have time to slow down and savor 

each bite, aiming to eat to about 80% fullness is a great habit to adopt!  

 

2. Hydration: Staying hydrated in our day to day is very important for overall health, and can 

help stave off feelings of hunger as well.  Sometimes the body sends false signals of 

hunger when in reality it is thirsty.  Try to keep a reusable water bottle with you 

throughout the day.  You’ll be helping the environment as well!  

 

3. Portion Control: While measuring food and closely logging your food intake day to day is 

a successful approach for hitting our goals, it isn’t the most practical approach all the 

time.  Use this “handy” infographic from Precision Nutrition to measure portion sizes in a 

snap, to help hold you accountable to the best amounts of food for you! 
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4. 50% Green: When cooking for yourself, aim to organize your plate with 50% raw or 

steamed veggies.  Fill the other half with a healthy dose of lean protein, nutrient dense 

carbs and a bit of healthy fats.  Veggies are relatively low in cals and high in nutrients 

and fiber.  You can’t go wrong with this one!  Favorite pasta hack: replace half of a 

serving of pasta with a cup of zucchini noodles or spinach!  This way you still get the 

enjoyment of pasta on your plate, and the feeling of fullness + nutrients from your 

veggies! 

 

5. How to order when out:  Keep it simple! 

Find the leanest piece of protein, grilled, seared or baked, on the menu, and ask for it to 

be prepared in minimal to no sauces, oils or breading.  For a side, choose the fresh, 

steamed or grilled veggie option.  Most restaurants are more than willing to 

accommodate these modifications, especially if you ask nicely (hehe).  You can also 

always mention you’re following a dietary plan or even say you avoid/have an allergy to 

dairy.  I’m serious!  Avoiding dairy (heavy cheeses, butters and creamy sauces) 

eliminates a lot of extra calories in one fell swoop.  Also be wary of appetizers and 

desserts, as these tend to calorically be very dense and they are hard to monitor 

portion-wise. 

 

6. Alcohol best practices: If you feel the vibe to imbibe, haha, choose clear liquor with soda 

(~110 cals), champagne (~95 cals), light beer (~99 cals) or dry red wine (~125 cals) for 

the healthiest options.  All calories are based on standard pours. 

 

7. Travel with snacks: Packing plenty of non-perishable snacks while on the go is maybe 

one of the most important tactics for survival.  It can help you avoid knee-jerk reactions 

when passing by fast food or ravaging the office stash of candy.  If you already have a 

snack packed, it makes deviating much less tempting.   
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Here is a Shopping List that includes my favorite bars and protein powders that pack 

super easily.  Pro tip: before leaving the house or traveling, scoop individual portions of 

protein powder into ziploc bags.  Be sure to travel with a plastic shaker bottle with metal 

mixer.  This way, there’s less mess, no clumpy shakes and no guesswork. 

 

Other things that travel well: apples, oranges, bananas, raw mixed nuts, rice cakes, jerky 

and individual pouches of nut butter. 

 

8. Everything in moderation. 

Lastly, remember that everything in moderation is a great rule of thumb.  When we 

restrict ourselves from certain types of foods, we may create a scarcity mentality and as 

a result, unhealthy eating patterns.  No food is off limits!  Eating should be enjoyable. 

Just ask yourself, how will this food make me feel?  This approach can be very 

empowering in helping us choose foods that bring out our best selves, and leave us 

feeling energized, happy and confident.  Likely, choosing a lean meal made of healthy 

ingredients we love will lead to feelings of satiety, and ward off feelings of bloat or 

sluggishness we can experience when we choose less than high quality foods. 

However, if you really would enjoy something sweet or a glass of wine from time to time, 

you shouldn’t deprive yourself of that!  This helps us maintain healthy sustainable eating 

habits and a balance of both clean eating and enjoyment. 

 

MACROS: PROTEIN, CARBS and FAT 

A diet rich in protein is highly advisable.  A very rough estimate for most active adults is 

1g of protein/lb of bodyweight.  This will help create lean muscle, feelings of fullness, 

and aid in post-workout recovery. 

 

Remember that healthy carbs from whole food sources (fresh fruits, veggies/root 

veggies, ancient grains, rice) are not your enemy!  Carbs are a phenomenal source of 

fuel, and what your body uses to convert to glycogen for energy production.  The reason 

carbs get a bad wrap, or why people appear successful on low carb diets, is due to the 
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fact that there are a lot of unhealthy foods high in carbs (think: pastries, crackers, 

cookies, etc!).  When people eliminate carbs, they are likely eliminating many of these 

“bad” carbs, which of course leads to feeling and looking healthier.  Try not to throw the 

baby out with the bathwater.  Switch to whole food sources of carbs, and see what 

happens! 

 

Fat is also not the enemy.  Again, selecting whole food sources, like avocados, extra 

virgin olive oil and fatty fish are great examples of healthy fats high in omega 3’s.  When 

in doubt, you can never go wrong with a high quality omega 3 supplement, and is 

something I recommend to all of my nutrition clients!  Omega 3’s help mitigate 

inflammation as well. 

 

These are just a few of my best general tips!  If you are interested in learning more about 

macronutrient optimization, nutrient timing, creating a sustainable plan that will help you 

reach your goals by mastering healthy, lifelong habits, please reach out about my one on 

one nutrition coaching!  I take on a limited amount of clients for this type of work, and if I 

have space available, I’d love to enhance your progress with a specific plan tailored for 

you, with weekly check-ins for accountability.  Find out more here. 
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HOW TO HOLD YOURSELF ACCOUNTABLE 
So now that you have this awesome plan, how do you actually put it into action?   

GREAT QUESTION. 

 

1. BE VOCAL.   

Telling someone about your goals is the very best way to create accountability!  Maybe 

you invite a friend along for your workout, perhaps you announce it to your Insta-story, or 

post your weekly workout schedule to the FB Group!  Do what feels organic to you, and if 

one method doesn’t feel right, choose another! 

 

2. SET REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS. 

If you are starting from little to no exercise each week, aim to work out 3x/week, with a 

day of recovery in between!  The end.  Don’t try to add more right away.  If you are 

currently hitting the gym consistently ~3x/week, set a goal to hit the gym 4x/week.  The 

point is, set small actionable steps for yourself, being realistic with where you are right 

now!   

 

Trying to take on too much all at once generally ends one way: BURN OUT.  And that is 

the best way to NOT hit your goals.  Instead, aim small!  Any small addition to your 

current schedule will still be more beneficial than what you are doing now, right?  And 

that leads to more energy, more strength, more mental clarity, more vibrancy, more 

confidence.  Setting small action steps means that we are more likely to succeed.  And 

feelings of success will help drive you to conquer more action steps each week with 

ownership!  So, remember:  

 

● Aim small.   
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● Be realistic with your expectations and time.   

● Nail the shiitakes out of your goals, one action step at a time. 

 

3. DAILY AFFIRMATIONS. 

Daily affirmations are helpful reminders that you are in the practice of prioritizing fitness!   

Some ideas include:  

● Fun post-it notes or inspirational quotes on your mirror. 

● Setting your gym bag near the door as a reminder.  

● Setting alarms in your phone to remind you of your planned workout. 

● Using a planner to pencil in your week of workouts in advance, to make 

non-negotiable gym dates with yourself. 

 

4. STACK HABITS. 

What’s something you already do on a daily basis?  We are creatures of habit, and I’m 

sure if you looked at your daily routine, you’d see a lot of already-ingrained habits that 

are second nature.  What if you paired your workout, or something else you’d like to 

commit to, with another already-ingrained ritual?  This is what we refer to as stacking 

habits!  Pair your workout with another habit/task you do every day.  If your routine is 

“wake up, walk and feed the dog”, this is obviously non-negotiable, and something that 

happens every day.  What if you stack this event with a workout?  So now, your morning 

ritual becomes: “1) wake up, 2) walk dog, 3) workout”. Boom!  I can’t wait to hear what 

you come up with!  

 

5. HAVE A PLAN B. 

Expecting that life will work out perfectly week to week is like refusing to carry an 

umbrella because you don’t plan for it to rain.  Rain happens.  So do subway backups, 

unforeseeable traffic, late nights at the office, sick pets, etc.  All the things that can 

throw off our best laid plans to work out.   
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Living a life of fitness isn’t limited to people who “have it easy” or never experience 

hiccups (hint: that person doesn’t exist, BTW.  We all experience setbacks and 

stressors.)  Instead, it’s how we choose to take action when the unexpected happens. 

So truly living a life of fitness means that we are in the practice of re-adjusting our sails, 

and having a solid Plan B when things don’t go our way instead of giving up all together. 

Maybe that looks like finding the next available day to bump your workout.  Maybe that 

looks like committing to the body weight version of a Lift Lab workout to do in your 

home, or using the Express Workout to get the job done when tight for time.  So the next 

time your train goes from Times Square to the moon on an unexpected “express stops 

only” and your commute just doubled, get to work.  Create a backup battleplan that even 

the MTA or interstate traffic can’t interrupt! 
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NAILING THE BASICS 
 
The following tutorials will help guide you through basic technique of the foundational movements 
that are crucial to success in this program.  Each demo will take you step by step through each 
progression to master the full movement.  Once you receive and look through your workouts, 
remember to reference these for guidance. 
 
 
IF YOU ARE A NEWBIE, START HERE: 
  

1. The 4 major movement patterns you need to be strong and fit 

2. How to swing a kettlebell (Russian-style) 

3. How to achieve a full form pushup 

4. How to squat effectively 

5. How to alleviate low back pain 

6. How to purchase your first kettlebell 

 

 

 
Subscribe to my YouTube Channel to  

gain access to hundreds of video demos! 
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COMMUNITY AND COACHING 
Community is created and coaching happens through the exclusive Lift Lab Facebook Page. 

This is one of my favorite parts of the program.  I have seen so many Lift Labbers throughout the 

course of this program find camaraderie and support, create local Lift Lab workout meetups 

and true friendship with the Facebook page.  Because there’s a lot of life to live in the real world, 

please feel free to use it as much or as little as you’d like.  Just know that it is a safe space 

intended to enrich your experience, to receive coaching from me, to encourage you to be 

vulnerable,  to allow you to celebrate your trials and your triumphs.   

 

Thank you so much for being here. 

 

To confidence, strength and community, this month, and onward. 

 

Xo 
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